Arrival to FutureCamp

Aschauer Str. 30, 81549 Munich, Germany - Tel +49 (89) 45 22 67-0

First of all: the last steps
From the entrance hall just go straight through the cafeteria to the rear stairs. You will find us on the first floor.

Arrival by plane

**S8** to **OSTBAHNHOF** (app. 30 min)

From **OSTBAHNHOF**: **S3**, direction Holzkirchen or **S7**, direction Kreuzstraße to **GIESING** (app. 2 min)

From **GIESING** you can reach FutureCamp:

- either in app. 10 min by foot (from station “Giesing” please take the exit “Frankenthaler Straße” and then turn right, follow straight south, cross Chiemgaustrasse and turn left until you reach the Aschauer Strasse. Then follow Aschauer Strasse to the end.)

- or you get on tramway 17 and drive 2 stations to **Schwanseestrasse** (last stop). Then get off and follow Ständlerstrasse, walk along under the railway underbridge, turn left into Aschauer Strasse - app. 5 min to walk

**Ticket**: “Airport-City-Day-Ticket” (valid in the whole transport network). (Available also as group ticket for up to 5 persons).

**Ticket**: “Single day ticket” or “Group day ticket” (up to 5 persons) for the inner district. Alternativ option: „Single Ticket“

From Munich Central Station

**S3/S7/U2** to **GIESING** (app. 10 min). For further directions please see above.

Further information

www.mvv-muenchen.de/en/

By car

From **Lindau** and **Garmisch** via **Mittlerer Ring Süd**; from **Stuttgart, Nürnberg, Passau** via **Mittlerer Ring Nord/Ost** until you reach the section “Chiemgaustrasse”. Then turn into **Aschauer Strasse**. Drivers usually find a parking lot in Aschauer Strasse or Ständlerstrasse.